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Party scene development - MAIN key moment  
(storyboards)

 This is a crucial scene, which shows Alex (the protagonist) has earned trust from Alphie 
(the victim) and successfully established the bound. Up to this point in the game, Alex (player 
character) should have collected enough clues to suspect that Alphie is hiding something worse 
than working for her adoptive family.  
 Alex had tried to dig the truth out of her before the party, but the two got into a fight. 
Alex isn’t expecting to see Alphie at the party, and is surprised when he sees Alphie at the door. 
Before Alex can talk to Alphie more, the two friends, Pam and Krist pop out and cut him off.  
 After Alex finally gets Krist off his back, he goes to the backyard and finds Alphie is 
looking at the people partying by the pool. Alex then suggests to talk somewhere quieter. After 
Alex apologies for his previous attitude, Alphie lets down her guard and confesses that she is sex 
trafficked by her uncle Mario.  
 In the end, the Alex and his buddies all join to the crime-fighting team trying to get 
Alphie out of the pit.  
 To unlock this scene the player has to earn enough relationship stats from Alphie before 
arriving at this party scene. If the player failed to achieve the minimum stats, the party will still 
take place without Alphie’s confession. This is also a required sequence for the player to 
successfully reach the good ending. 
 This sequence serves as the key moment of the game. The moment where the “crime” is 
related, the victim is stepping up to her game, and the relationship among the friends grow 
stronger.  
 This sequence is not only an essential part of the plot, but also crucial for gameplay. In a 
character-driven visual novel, unlocking plots works like fighting off antagonists in action 
games. Unlocking this sequence serves as a mid-point achievement for the player. A game 
medium serves better for this experience better than animation. Animation medium tells story. 
But in the game, the player has to act and react in the plots and then goes through the the 
transformation of the character and the relationship accordingly. That experience and outcome 
are  my aiming goals for the player to take away from this project.  
 The similar approach has been applied visual novels. For example, in Night in the Woods 
(2017), Mae, the protagonist, establishes a casual friendship with a NPC in her town. Selmers is 
a brown bear Mae gets to interact with when she walks by her in town. Selmers is a side 
character with no main plot reveals around her. However, if Mae interacts with her every time 
they encounter each other, she will learns the background story of Selmers and all her poetry, as 
well as unlocking an achievement in the game.  
 After research, I consider building interactive narratives for side characters weights more 
than what I had in mind before. Even just a few sentences of background story of the interactive 
characters can be a good add-on for bringing the story world to live. I realized I should also 
consider creating a few hidden short interactive plots (as achievements) for the side characters 
while I’m working on the main plots.  
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